Private information retrieval (PIR) is the problem of privately retrieving one out of M original files from N severs, i.e., each individual server learns nothing about the file that the user is requesting. Usually, the M files are replicated or encoded by a maximum distance separable (MDS) code and then stored across the N servers. Compared to mere replication, MDS coded servers can significantly reduce the storage overhead. Particularly, PIR from minimum storage regenerating (MSR) coded servers can simultaneously reduce the repair bandwidth when repairing failed servers. Existing PIR schemes from MSR coded servers either require large sub-packetization levels or are not capacity-achieving. In this paper, a PIR protocol from MDS array codes is proposed, subsuming PIR from MSR coded servers as a special case. Particularly, the case of non-colluding, honest-but-curious servers is considered. The average retrieval rate of the new PIR protocol achieves the capacity of PIR from MDS/MSR coded servers. By choosing different MDS array codes, the new PIR protocol can have some advantages when compared with existing protocols, e.g., 1) small sub-packetization, 2) (near-) optimal repair bandwidth, 3) implementable over the binary field F2.
I. INTRODUCTION
In private information retrieval, a user wishes to retrieve a file from a database without disclosing the identity of the desired file. This PIR problem was first introduced by Chor et al. in 1995 [1] , and received a lot of attention since then [2] - [17] . In the classical PIR model, where the databases consist of N servers with each storing M files, the user sends a query to each server who then respond by sending an answer to the user, the protocol should be designed in such a way that the user is then able to decode the desired file from the answers received without revealing the identity of the desired file to any individual server. Such kind of PIR protocols is also known as PIR from replicated servers.
One of the most important metrics to evaluate the performance of PIR protocols is the retrieval rate, which is defined as the number of bits that the user can privately retrieve per bit of download data. The maximum value of retrieval rate of a PIR system is termed the capacity, which was recently characterized by Sun and Jafar [2] for the case of replicated servers as
(1)
In [2] , a capacity-achieving PIR protocol was also presented, which requires that the size of each file (also known as subpacketization in the literature) should be N M , and was reduced to N M−1 later by the same authors in [3] . Significantly large sub-packetization is not preferred since the complexity in practical implementations would be increased. Very recently, Tian et al. [4] proposed a novel PIR protocol for replicated servers with file size being N − 1, while the average retrieval rate meets the capacity in (1) . Unlike existing ones in [2] , [3] , the new PIR protocol in [4] allows the answers from different servers have different lengths, which is the key to reducing the sub-packetization.
However, for PIR protocols from replicated servers, a rather excessive storage overhead is required. This concern motivated the study of PIR from (N, K) MDS coded servers, where each server only holds a fraction of 1 K of the files. The capacity of the PIR from (N, K) MDS coded servers was characterized by Banawan and Ulukus [5] as
where a capacity-achieving protocol was also proposed with the sub-packetization being KN M . Recently, the sub-packetization of the capacity-achieving PIR from MDS coded servers was reduced to K( N gcd(N,K) ) M−1 by Xu and Zhang in [6] . In [7] , Tajeddine and Rouayheb proposed a PIR protocol from (N, K) MDS coded servers, where the sub-packetization can be as small as N −K gcd(N,K) , with the retrieval rate being 1 − K N , which is independent of the file number M and asymptotically achieves the capacity in (2) . In [8] , Freij-Hollanti et al. presented a general PIR protocol for MDS coded servers with collusion, which includes the work in [7] as a special case. Very recently, Tang et al. [12] and Tian et al. [13] independently discovered PIR protocols from (N, K) MDS coded servers with the sub-packetization being N −K gcd(N,K) , while the average retrieval rate meets the capacity in (2) . The key ingredient of these protocols is similar to that in [4] , i.e., the answers from different servers can have different lengths.
Note that in practical systems, each individual server may also suffer from failure. In such a scenario, the failed server could be repaired by downloading data from some other D surviving servers, where D is referred to as the repair degree and the total amount of data downloaded is referred to as the repair bandwidth in the literature. However, for most existing PIR protocols from MDS coded servers, a repair bandwidth equal to the size of all the files is needed, which is rather inefficient.
To address this issue, PIR protocols from regenerating codes, which can efficiently repair a single server failure while still maintain a high retrieval rate were considered recently in [14] , [15] . Regenerating codes are a kind of vector codes or array codes that can reduce the repair bandwidth, and were originally introduced by Dimakis et al. in [18] to characterize the tradeoff between the storage and repair bandwidth in distributed storage systems. Two most interesting classes of regenerating codes are the Minimum Storage Regenerating codes and the Minimum Bandwidth Regenerating (MBR) codes, which received a lot of attention since 2010 [19] - [22] , [24] - [36] . The node capacity (the amount of data stored in each node) α and the repair bandwidth γ of (N, K) MBR codes and (N, K) MSR codes with repair degree D were respectively characterized as
where B is the size of the original file stored across the system 1 .
In [14] , a PIR protocol from the (N, K) product-matrix-MSR (PM-MSR) code in [19] was proposed, where each failed server can be repaired with theoretically minimum repair bandwidth, which achieving (3). However, the retrieval rate is 1 − 2K−2 N , which is far from the capacity in (2) . The retrieval rate of the PIR protocol from the (N, K) PM-MSR code was later improved [15] , but still can not achieve the capacity in (2) . Nevertheless, it is worth noting that in [15] , a PIR protocol from (N, K) PM-MBR code was also considered, with a high retrieval rate larger than 1 − K N but a slightly larger storage overhead than that of the MDS coded servers. Very recently, Patra and Kashyap [37] showed that the capacity of a PIR protocol from MSR codes is the same as that from MDS codes, and a capacity-achieving construction was proposed, however, with a large sub-packetization being αKN M , where α is the node capacity of the specific MSR code employed.
Another important metric in PIR is the field size, which would affect the system complexity. To the best of our knowledge, nearly all existing PIR protocols from MDS coded servers are over non-binary fields. There do exist some PIR protocols over 1 In distributed storage systems, all the original data that needs to be stored is considered as one file. While in PIR systems, we usually assume that multiple files need to be stored, and each file can be further divided into several sub-files and then encoded by a storage code. the binary field in the literature, but based on non-MDS codes, such as the ones in [9] .
In this paper, we follow the line of work in [5] , [7] , [8] , where the encoding is within each file and hence the system is dynamic in that adding a file is easy and does not affect the rest of the system. This is in contrast to the work in [16] , [17] , where the encoding is across different files. Motivated by the works in [12] , [13] , by taking into account both the subpacketization and the repair bandwidth, we propose a novel PIR protocol from MDS array codes, which generalizes the works in [14] , [15] , [37] . For simplicity, in this paper, only the case of non-colluding, honest-but-curious servers is considered. By choosing different MDS array codes, the new PIR protocol can have some of the following advantages:
• The average retrieval rate achieves the capacity in (2) , which outperforms the works in [14] , [15] .
• The sub-packetization is small, which outperforms that in [37] .
• A failed server can be repaired with a small (or optimal) repair bandwidth, which outperforms the works in [5] , [12] , [13] .
• Can be possibly implemented over F 2 , which is impossible for nearly all existing PIR protocols from MDS coded servers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces some basic preliminaries of MDS array codes and PIR models. Section III presents the new PIR protocol from MDS array codes, followed by the asserted properties. An illustrative example is also given. Section IV gives four specific applications of the PIR protocol proposed in Section III, by choosing four specific MDS array codes, and comparisons among the new PIR protocols and existing ones are also provided. Finally, Section V concludes the study.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Denote by q a prime power and F q the finite field with q elements. For any two positive integers x and y, denote by [x, y) the set {x, x + 1, . . . , y − 1}. Throughout this paper, we use superscripts to refer to files, subscripts to refer to servers, and parenthetical indices for entries of a vector. For example,
• Q θ j denotes the query sent to the j-th server while requesting file θ, • A(t) denotes the t-th entry of the vector A.
A. MDS Array Codes
Scalar MDS codes require significantly large bandwidth during a repair process, while some MDS array codes only require a smaller repair bandwidth. Compared with scalar MDS codes, the codewords of MDS array codes are in 2 dimensions, i.e., can be viewed as a matrix. Examples of MDS array codes are MSR codes and their variation-ǫ-MSR codes [40] , [41] .
MSR codes are a kind of MDS array codes, which were introduced by Dimakis et al. originally to optimal repair a failed node in distributed storage systems [18] . However, a major concern of high-rate MSR codes is that the node capacity is significantly large, the smallest node capacity among all the known constructions is (n − k) n n−k for general parameters n and k [22] . To address this concern, a variation of MSR codes named ǫ-MSR codes [40] has been studied, which have a significantly smaller node capacity than that of MSR codes but with near-optimal repair bandwidth. Besides ǫ-MSR codes, there are also other kinds of MDS array codes which can address this concern, such as the piggybacking design codes [38] , [39] , which are operating on multiple instances of scalar MDS codes.
B. PIR models
Suppose there are M files denoted by W i , i ∈ [0, M ), and are stored across an (N, K, α) MDS array coded distributed storage system. These files are independent and identically distributed with
where H( * ) denotes the entropy function with base q and L is the size of each file.
For each i, W i can be represented in the form of a b × K block matrix as
Encoding process: Encode each sub-stripe of each file by an (N, K, α) MDS array code, i.e.,
where G is the generator matrix 2 of the (N, K, α) MDS array code, which is a Kα × N α matrix, usually represented as a K × N block matrix with each block entry being an α × α matrix.
Arrange the M files into a matrix as
then the whole encoding process can be expressed as
where
Then the data stored in server i is
Suppose that the user wishes to retrieve file θ privately through a PIR protocol, where θ ∈ [0, M ), then the protocol consists of the following phases:
(i) Query Phase: The user generates N queries Q (1,θ) , . . . , Q (N,θ) according to a probability space (Q, µ). Since the queries are generated with no realizations of the files, we have
where I(A; B) denotes the mutual information between A and B.
(ii) Answer Phase: Upon receiving the query, for all i ∈ [0, N ), server i returns the answer A (i,θ) to the user. The answer is a deterministic function of Q (i,θ) and the data Y [:, i] stored at server i, i.e.,
A PIR protocol should be designed to guarantee 2 Recently, there are several MDS array codes defined in the form of parity-check matrix [21] , [22] , [24] , nevertheless, they can also be converted into the generator matrix form.
• Correctness: With the answers and queries, the user can get the desired file W θ , i.e.,
• Privacy: Each server should learn nothing about which file the user requested, i.e.,
III. A NEW PIR PROTOCOL FROM MDS ARRAY CODES
In this section, we propose a new PIR protocol from MDS array codes, the technique proposed in the following can be viewed as a generalization of that in [12] and [13] .
A. A new PIR protocol from MDS array codes
Consider a distributed storage system storing M files across N servers based on an (N, K, α) MDS array code, as depicted
Denote by Ω the set of M × s matrices over [0, b + s) with any two entries in any row being distinct, i.e.,
For convenience, define
where 0 α denotes the zero column vector of length α, and will be abbreviated as 0 in the sequel if its length is clear. Now we are ready to propose the query phase and answer phase of the new PIR protocol.
Query Phase: We assume that the user wishes to retrieve file W θ . The user first randomly chooses a matrix Q in Ω. Next, the user generates the queries based on the randomly chosen matrix Q as
where ( * ) b+s denotes the modulo b + s operation. Then the query Q (i,θ) is sent to server i for i ∈ [0, N ).
Answer Phase: Upon receiving the query, server i sends
with
Note that the length of the answer A (i,θ) from server i is
since the server only needs to send A (i,θ) (j) if it is a nonzero vector.
B. Correctness and privacy of the new PIR protocol
Theorem 1. The average retrieval rate of the PIR protocol proposed in Section III-A meets the capacity in (2) , with file length being L = αbK, where b is defined as in (8) .
Proof. The assertion is done by proving the correctness and privacy, and examining the answer length.
Proof of correctness:
The user now receives
Note that
is also a codeword of the (N, K) MDS array code.
For any given j ∈ [0, s), define
Obviously, |Z j | = s × gcd(N, K) = K since (q θ,j + i) b+s takes each value in the set [0, b + s) exactly gcd(N, K) times with i ranging over [0, N ) for any q θ,j . Furthermore, for i ∈ Z j , we have Y θ (q θ,j +i) b+s ,i = 0 by (10), so we have
by which we can get (16) is a codeword of the MDS array code. Together with (13) we can now get Y θ (q θ,j +i) b+s ,i , for i ∈ [0, N )\Z j . Then we collect all the data in the following set with cardinality being s(N − K) = bK,
For any given j ∈ [0, s) and t ∈ [0, b), we further define
Similarly we have |U t,j | = gcd(N, K) for any j ∈ [0, s), so |U t | = s × gcd(N, K) = K. Thus for each t ∈ [0, b), from (17) we can get Y θ t,j0 , Y θ t,j1 , . . . , Y θ t,jK−1 for some 0 ≤ j 0 < j 1 < · · · < j K−1 < N . Finally, we can reconstruct W θ t,0 , W θ t,1 , . . . , W θ t,K−1 by (5). With t ranging over [0, b), we get the file W θ . Proof of privacy: The PIR protocol is private since Q (i,θ) is uniformly distributed on the set Ω defined in (11) , regardless of the value of θ.
Length of the answers:
The expected length of the answers is
Prob(min{q 0,j , . . . , q θ−1,j , (q θ,j + i) b+s , q θ+1,j , . . . , q M−1,j } < b)
where the first equality follows from (10), (13) , and (14) . Hence, the second equality holds since q t,j is uniformly distributed
The expected rate is L
where the last equality follows from (8) . Hence, the expected rate achieves the capacity in (2) and the capacity of a PIR protocol from MSR codes that derived in [37] .
C. An illustrative example
In this subsection, we give an illustrative example of a PIR protocol from the first (N, K, α = (N − K) N ) MDS array code with repair degree D = N − 1 in [21] , where we choose N = 5, K = 3, and M = 2. Then b = 2 and s = 3 according to (8) and α = 32. The data stored at each server is depicted as in Table I . 
Assume that the user wants W 0 , and randomly chooses a 2 × 3 matrix Q from (9) as Q = 0 2 4 1 3 0 .
By (11), the user sends the query Q (j,0) to server j: Upon receiving the queries, each server responds according to (12) and (13) as:
. The user is able to retrieve the file W 0 according to the following procedure:
(i) From A (i,0) (0), i ∈ [0, 5), the use gets
From the last three block entries in (18) , the user can recover Y 1 1,0 and Y 1 1,1 according to (5) , which together with the first two block entries in (18) gives Y 0 0,0 and Y 0 1,1 .
(iii) From A (i,0) (2), i ∈ [0, 5), the user gets
, from which the user can similarly obtain Y 0 0,1 and Y 0 1,2 . With the above available data, W 0 can be retrieved according to (5) .
Furthermore, in the case of a single server failure, the repair bandwidth is M × b × γ MSR = 2 8 according to (3) since the code in [21] is an MSR code with repair degree D = N − 1, which is only a fraction of 2 8 MαbK = 2 3 of the size of all the files.
IV. APPLICATIONS AND COMPARISONS
In this section, we first give four new PIR protocols by employing some known MDS array codes to the PIR protocol presented in the previous section, and then give comparisons of some key metrics among the new PIR protocols and some existing ones.
Application 1. Suppose we choose the (N, K, α = K − 1) PM-MSR code in [19] to encode the files, where N ≥ 2K − 1, then we get an (N, K) PIR protocol, which is termed new PIR protocol from PM-MSR code. The sub-packetization of this new PIR protocol is (K − 1)K N −K gcd(N,K) , where each server can be optimally repaired with the repair degree D being 2K − 2, and the expected PIR rate meets the capacity in [5] , [37] . This outperforms the results in [14] and [15] . Note that this new PIR protocol is only applicable to the low code rate case. Application 2. We can choose a binary MDS array code over F 2 to encode the files, for example, the (N = K +2, K, α = 2 K+1 binary MDS array code obtained by operating the transformation in [28] to the code in [30] . Then we get an (N, K) PIR protocol over F 2 , which is termed new PIR protocol from binary MDS code in this paper, the sub-packetization is 2 K+1 K 2 gcd(N,K) , each server can be optimally repaired with D = N − 1, and the expected PIR rate meets the capacity in [5] , [37] . The new PIR protocol outperforms most known PIR protocols from MDS coded servers in terms of the field size and the repair bandwidth of a single server failure, though a larger sub-packetization is required. This new PIR protocol is particularly suitable for the high code rate case with rate arbitrarily close to 1. Application 3. We choose the new (N, K, α = (N − K) N s −1 ) MDS array code C 3 in [41] to encode the files, where s is an arbitrary nontrivial factor of N such that N s > N − K, the code is over a finite field F q with q > s(N − K), and the repair bandwidth is near-optimal. Then we get an (N, K) PIR protocol over F q , which is termed new PIR protocol from ǫ-MSR code, the sub-packetization is (N − K) N s −1 K N −K gcd(N,K) , each server can be near-optimally repaired, and the expected PIR rate meets the capacity in [5] , [37] . The new PIR protocol derived here is particularly suitable for the high code rate case with
Application 4. We can choose the (N, K, α = (N − K) N N −K ) MDS array code obtained from the second application in [26] to encode the files, this kind of code has the optimal node capacity w.r.t. to the bound in [43] and is also derived in [22] , [23] , we term the code as optimal node capacity code in this paper. Then we get an (N, K) PIR protocol over F q with q > N , which is termed new PIR protocol from optimal node capacity code, the sub-packetization is (N − K) N N −K K N −K gcd(N,K) , each server can be optimally repaired with D = N − 1, and the expected PIR rate meets the capacity in [5] , [37] . Remark 1. In general, there are of course many more applications in addition to the above four, depending on what properties are desired for the system in question. For example, we can also choose the (N, K) MDS array codes in [21] to encode the files, which allow the greatest flexibility in choosing the helper servers when repairing failed servers. Specifically, the number of helper servers can be anywhere from K + 1 to N − 1 and can simultaneously repair multiple server failures. However, the sub-packetization would be larger than in the above cases. Table II gives a comparison of some key parameters among the (N, K) PIR protocols proposed in this paper and some existing ones [5] , [12] - [15] . It is seen that the average PIR rate of each of the new PIR protocols achieves the capacity in [5] , [37] . Besides, under the same parameters N and K, we have the following results. Sub-packatization L Field size q The ratio γ of repair bandwidth Average PIR rate R a Constraint to the optimal value 1 New PIR protocol from [14] PIR protocol from PM-MSR L 6 = (K − 1)K N−K gcd(N,K) [15] New PIR protocol from [28] , [30] New PIR protocol from
New PIR protocol from optimal
node capacity code [26] ×(N − K) N N −K PIR protocols by Zhu et al.
[12] and Zhou et al. [13] PIR protocol by Banawan
and Ulukus [5] i) For all the new PIR protocols, in the case of a single server failure, it can be (near-) optimally repaired, which outperform the PIR protocols in [5] , [12] , [13] , more specifically,
ii) The new PIR protocol from PM-MSR code has larger average PIR rate than that of the PIR protocol from PM-MSR code in [15] and the one in [14] , while all the other parameters are the same. It also achieves the capacity in [5] , [37] .
In general, we have
iii) The new PIR protocol from binary MDS code works over F 2 , which greatly reduces the complexity of the system since only XOR operations are needed, although the protocol only works for two parity servers. Nevertheless, few servers can be considered beneficial from the collusion and network congestion point of view. In addition, the new PIR protocol from ǫ-MSR code is also built on a smaller finite field than that of the existing ones if s < N N −K . Clearly, we have
iv) In addition to the repair efficiency, the new PIR protocols outperform the one proposed by Banawan and Ulukus [5] in . More specifically, In particular, under some specific parameters N, K, and M , we give the detailed comparisons of the sub-packetization and the repair bandwidth among the PIR protocols proposed in this paper and some existing ones [5] , [12] - [15] in Figures 1-4 and Figures 5-8 Remark 2. From Figures 1-8 , it seems that the PIR proposed by Banawan and Ulukus [5] is the "worst" in terms of the sub-packetization and repair bandwidth. However, we would like to clarify that [5] is a pioneer work in PIR from MDS coded servers, the main aims of which are to determine the capacity of PIR from MDS coded servers and to find a capacityachieving protocol, which is the first capacity-achieving result in PIR from MDS coded servers. The sub-packetization and repair bandwidth were not the aims in [5] . 8 
